
It is necessary to parents to attend parenting course to bring their
children up.
Do you agree or disagree?
 
Due to modernization, many perfections have been expected to improve our
lifestyles one of which is parenting. There are classes that are being hold in order
to our children have the best possible start in life. However, there are opponents
and proponents for such developments.
To begin with, parenting courses are classes where parents consult experts about
their children upbringing. Not only does these classes help parents in terms of
behavior, but they also can teach parents to how they should take care of
children’s physics. To exemplify, parents can receive a fairly proper regime for
their kids from those early ages lest they face diseases in future. Furthermore,
consulters are able to assist our children in revealing their inner talent. Having
said that, a developmental way will be introduced exactly the time that children are
starting to nurture their talent. The more talent, the better off their future. Thus, this
pivotal role of courses cannot be denied.
On the other hand, many opine that nowadays thanks to the internet we have
access to a large variety of information about how to rearing a child and we should
not pay a great deal of money on those courses. In addition, some people believe
that we can raising a child in the way that our grandparents do. In other words,
they argue that our ancestor’s way of living has been achieved by experience and
is more reliable compared with the new knowledge.
In conclusion, there are strong arguments on both sides of the debate. After
analyzing I am of the opinion that our ancestor’s/ancestors' methods of children
upbringing are as valuable as the new one. Therefore, having them alongside
would be a proper approach.


